Truck Drivers for Nordrhein-Westfalen
New life with or without family in Lower Rhine and Western Münsterland
Due to innovations in the transport business, the general economic development in Europe and
the goal of reducing pollution and family frictions, Germany opens the transport market for serious
truck drivers and their families. Spelleken Assoc. is a development agency specialized in
sustainable migration. For the sustainability and human profile of the entire program, the truck
drivers should come from South-Eastern-Europe and should bring an international driver’s
license, the capability to drive international TIR and the ADR-certificate. The package of
incentives includes the following components:
1. Non determined long term employment contract with equal pay like German drivers
2. Residency with housing in the above mentioned region (no shuttling)
3. Ready-made housing solutions under the responsibility of the employer or Spelleken
Assoc. (against modest fees)
4. Bilateral projects for the cooperation between countries with the choice to make a carrier
in Germany and to return to South-East Europe, later.
Nordrhein-Westfalen (NRW) is the industrial core of Germany with an open-minded, modern
profile and diversity of social life. his program is supported by the training centre of the logistical
association www.bvwl.de and by the investment and business promotion of the Borken county
http://www.wfg-borken.de
Leading transport companies are www.grosse-vehne.de in Rhede, Borken county, and
www.richtertransport.de Wesel:
Große-Vehne is certified with ISO and as a carrier of the Federal German recycling frame. The
company is specialized in construction
material like sand, gravel, stone flower, ash
and cement and all kind of recycling
material. Große-Vehne has tarpaulin
trailers, silo trailers, tipper trailers, tipper
silo trailers and push bottom trailers. The vehicles are repaired in our in-house garage and
washed in our car-wash plant.
Working with Große-Vehne means to live in the rural of counties of Borken and Wesel with
attractive landscape, long distances and near Ruhr Area with cities of Duisburg, Essen, Bochum,
Dortmund. The region is very interesting for families with children, since large rural houses can be
rented and rebuilt for long-term patrimony and wealth. Family members like nurses and
accountants find attractive employment due to zero unemployment in the regional economy.
In comparison, Richter Group is a system
carrier with ceiled swap trailers that are
exchanged between medium distance
turning points, in all Germany, during the night. The company operates in Wesel, North of
industrial Duisburg, and has an innovative, sophisticated tendency including the promotion of
drivers in their retraining and carrier planning. Richter runs its own academy and leads the
promotional approach of cooperation with Serbia and the region of South-East-Europe.
Salaries are growing and amount 2 200 to 2 600 € net when working full time with all kind of
special purpose (overnight in the truck).
Contact us through www.migRATIO.eu or directly with one of our agents in Belgrade, Bucharest or Chisinau.
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